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Just bustin yur chops Ryan....ther eis a sayin that goes clean up yer own back yard before telling me what is
wrong with mine. That applies to the US toward other countries. Afterall we have taken on the role of we are
greater than the rest of you in this generation. We should show it in our actions.
I am not a fan of gore either...in fact I don't really have a stance on the issue of global warming except that it
comes up everywhere you look and the counter isn't a bad thing unless you are a green house gas polluter.
As for gore, well, anyone who begins(did I say begins?) locomotes a movement makes a footprint. it is
unfortunate that footprints are the enemy in his one. As important as this movement is, it is a shame to have the
focus be on the messenger than the message. But that is just the way society sees things these days. rather
than take a position on an issue this society of convenience would rather take the position of someone they can
easily listen to and be comfortable with discussing with their friends and call it anti-capitalism. It really is a
movement of its own. Not based on values but peer presure.
Anyway, I am not so sure Gore is targeting the middle class to recycle or to go broke driving hybrid cars so
much as to get people thinking about their impact or better yet the global impact on our industry and
environmental choices. Yet he is the villian or percieved to be by the right in any way they can muster and their
following will rally the pitch forks and torches to villianize the notion of positive action toward a potentially
globally harmful situation.
If nobody takes the lead, who will be the leader? Industry?

